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A ghost on the Greek island of Crete...Jack Noble is grounded, recovering from his injuries and a

near-death experience. The small town isn&apos;t so bad. An old guy named Esau has provided

him with a place to stay. The food&apos;s good. And Isadora, Esau&apos;s niece, is easy on the

eyes.But tranquility is interrupted when a group of local criminal&apos;s threatens Esau, and

kidnaps his niece. Despite his weakened state, Jack risks it all to save the beautiful woman he

hardly knows, and settle the debt that Esau signed in blood.Fans of Tom Clancy, Lee Child&apos;s

Jack Reacher, Vince Flynn&apos;s Mitch Rapp, and Robert Ludlum&apos;s Jason Bourne will

enjoy this fast-paced international thriller!Jack Noble Novels in Order:Noble Beginnings (Jack Noble

#1) - .com/dp/B009K8RHNQ/A Deadly Distance (Jack Noble #2) - .com/dp/B00B8548LS/Thin Line

(Jack Noble #3) - .com/dp/B00J3CUI26/Noble Intentions (Jack Noble #4) -

.com/dp/B0092ETUTC/When Dead in Greece (Jack Noble #5) - .com/dp/B00P872Y7MNoble

Retribution (Jack Noble #6) - .com/dp/B00AVMTF8U/Noble Betrayal (Jack Noble #7) -

.com/dp/B00CXXUGIS/Never Go Home (Jack Noble #8) - .com/dp/B00FE222U/Noble Retribution

(Jack Noble #9) - .com/dp/B00L3G007I/Never Cry Mercy (Jack Noble #10) - .com/dp/B01FTILRP4
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Jack and Alik are awaiting word from Frank so they will be able to leave Palalochora, Greece. They

seem to be fairly comfortable staying in a room above a cafÃ© owned by Esau Rokos. Knowing

Jack as we do, he does show an interest in Esau's niece, Isadora. Some unsavory characters make

their appearance and demand money from Esau. The fight is on as we knew it would be with Jack!

He still is not completely healed from previous injuries but is still able to hold his own. And, as

expected, Jack will not let the demands of these thugs go without getting to the bottom of it.Action

on multiple fronts exists in this one as well as some gore. Jack and Alik make a good team and

usually win by more than a nose! And, the term "by a nose" comes into play more than once in this

book. Sometimes in life things are not as they appear and this certainly holds true in this one.All in

all, an excellent read for me. I appreciated the addition of Isadora as a young lady that catches the

eye of Jack.Most highly recommended.

A faint sense of DÃ©jÃ  vu as the author expands and explains some of the circumstances following

Jack Noble's near death and escape experience in a Russian prison. The same page-turning,

tightly-plotted feeling as with all of the other Jack Noble books. My enthusiastic and unreserved

recommendation for another great read.As a personal note, the book came at the perfect time -- the

day of the November mid-term election when there is nothing but political nonsense in the media

and the channels are saturated with the type of corruption, incompetence, and unconstitutional

criminality that creates havoc in Noble's world.

I have read a few other Jack Noble books. This one didn't have "Bear" - but he had another partner

(not necessarily best friends, though). The story line moved along, with lots of action.Jack was being

his rogue self, following his gut instead of orders - his own interpretation of right/wrong - regardless

of the danger. The story had a definite wrap-up, but just when you thought it was over, a new twist

was dropped at the very end. And, of course, this pushes the reader to obtain the next book. For

me, that is a negative.

This is a different read by L.T. Ryan in that the pace is slower, more thoughtful in planning next

moves and less intense. I didn't have any trouble sitting down and reading the entire book in one

afternoon but that's how Lee's books read. You just can't put one down. Personally I like the action

packed thriller books a bit more but what "When Dead in Greece" gives is the fast pace saga a

breather. This book depicts Jack as a normal human being, someone capable of getting hurt while



doing good deeds, someone who needs to recuperate just like everyone else when injured. He had

a heck of a ride getting all those injuries. Of course Jack finds trouble even when he's laying low. He

doesn't look for it, it just finds him and his innate sense of right or wrong kicks in and he gets sucked

into someone else's dilemma as a result. Pick it up, it's a good read.

Jack Noble is the guy who will do anything to achieve his goal. In this case where he is recuperating

from his adventures in Russia, in a little village in Greece he finds it unacceptable how the waitress

in the hotel is treated by some obscure guys. In spite of being undercover he gets involved and

takes the necessary beatings. There are some big surprises for him as things do not turn out the

way he thought but in the end all is good. A very entertaining book.

I find the Jack Noble series to be every bit as exiting as say the Reacher or Rapp series books.

These books are a quick read and full of action.But I wont spoil the plot. I truly dislike that. I will say

he has a great sidekick character "Bear" and I really like that character as well. Also these titles are

a bargain. I am already moving into numbers 6-9 now that I have buzzed through the first 5.

there is no depth to the characters. The author has some great ideas, but fails to deliver to any

depth. This is like most of his other books and maybe because they were once episodes. They tend

to go from one thing to another. I would suggest he rewrite the books, give them some depth and

take out the episode BS. He would then have, hopefully, a solid book. Definitely give bear a bit of

depth. He is not in this book, but that really bugged me in the other books.

Even while recovering and supposed to be hiding, Jack feels he needs to rescue a kidnapped

woman. Jack is dead according to the world, but still manages to get into trouble. This is a

fast-paced, action-filled, suspense thriller with surprises in store for you. I hope you enjoy this book

as much as I did. Happy reading!
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